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How To Prepare English For SBI Clerk 2020

If you are worried about the English Language section of SBI Clerk exam and are wondering how to prepare English for SBI Clerk exam 2020, you are at the right place. SBI Clerk is a highly competitive exam with lakhs of candidates appearing for the exam every year. In order to ensure you get selected, you must take all the sections of the exam seriously in an equal manner and prepare accordingly. Remember, with a little effort, you can master each and every section of SBI Clerk exam. In this article, we will give detailed information about how to prepare English for SBI Clerk 2020, what's the best strategy to prepare English for SBI CLERK 2020 along with complete study material of English for SBI CLERK 2020
Section Wise Analysis

The English section for the SBI CLERK exam can be broadly divided into 4 parts: Vocabulary, Grammar, Reading Comprehension, Verbal ability

VOCABULARY

How to ace this section?

- **Tip 1** - Take a look at previous years compilations and try to memorize them (provided below) *(as we all know how important role previous years' questions play when it comes to SBI Clerk or PO exam).*
Tip 2 - Take a look and try to memorize the compilations of important collection prepared by the EnglishKendra team (provided below).

Click here for the compilation of frequently asked VOCABS in IBPS, SBI exams

Click here for the compilation of most important vocabulary for SBI CLERK 2020

CLICK HERE FOR THE HINDU VOCABS COMPILATION
(Having a good grip on THE HINDU VOCABS is very very important seeing the pattern of vocabs asked in SBI Clerk exam)

CLICK HERE FOR THE HINDU PHRASAL VERBS COMPILATION
(Having a good grip on THE HINDU PHRASAL VERBS is also very very important seeing the
pattern of phrasal verbs asked in SBI CLERK EXAM)

CLICK HERE FOR THE HINDU IDIOMS COMPILATION
(Having a good grip on THE HINDU Idioms as well has become very very important seeing the pattern of idioms asked in SBI CLERK EXAM)

Click here for the compilation most important Phrasal Verbs for SBI IBPS exams

GRAMMAR

How to ace this section?

Tip 1 - The Englishkendra team has compiled all the grammar rules(along with previous years' questions) which are
frequently asked in banking (SBI, IBPS) Exams. (a must not skip compilation if you are going to appear in the SBI CLERK PRE EXAM 2020)

Click here for the compilation of 20 frequently asked GRAMMAR RULES in BANKING (SBI, IBPS) EXAMS

Tip 2 - Attempt previous years topic wise compilations (provided below) (as we all know how important role previous years' questions play when it comes to SBI IBPS exams)

Tip 3 - Attempt topic wise practice sets (with detailed solution) and take a look at the Topic wise Study Notes (with examples) prepared by the EnglishKendra team (provided below)
ERROR DETECTION

Click here for the compilation of ERROR DETECTION QUESTIONS asked in BANK (SBI IBPS) exams

Click here for the compilation of important rules associated with QUESTION TAG (with examples and handy tips)

Click here for the compilation of important rules associated with CONDITIONAL SENTENCES (with examples)

Click here for the miscellaneous practice sets (contain error detection, fillers, jumbles (new pattern)) for SBI CLERK PRE 2020 (with detailed solution)

Click here for the compilation of important
error detection rules associated with NOUN (with examples)  (study notes on NOUN)

CLICK HERE FOR THE IMPORTANT ERROR DETECTION QUESTIONS FROM NOUN (with detailed solution)
(Practice set on NOUN)

Click here for the compilation of important error detection rules associated with PRONOUN (with examples)
(study notes on PRONOUN)

CLICK HERE FOR THE IMPORTANT ERROR DETECTION QUESTIONS FROM PRONOUN (with detailed solution)
(Practice set on PRONOUN)
Click here for the compilation of important error detection rules associated with ADJECTIVE (with examples)  
(study notes on ADJECTIVE)

CLICK HERE FOR THE IMPORTANT ERROR DETECTION QUESTIONS FROM ADJECTIVE (with detailed solution)  
(Practice set on ADJECTIVE)

Click here for the compilation of important rules associated with VERB (with examples)  
(study notes on VERB)

CLICK HERE FOR THE IMPORTANT ERROR DETECTION QUESTIONS FROM VERB (with detailed solution)  
(Practice set on VERB)
Click here for the compilation of important error detection rules associated with ADVERB (with examples) (study notes on ADVERB)

CLICK HERE FOR THE IMPORTANT ERROR DETECTION QUESTIONS FROM ADVERB (with detailed solution) (Practice set on ADVERB)

Click here for the compilation of important error detection rules associated with PREPOSITION (with examples) (study notes on PREPOSITION)

CLICK HERE FOR THE MOST IMPORTANT ERROR SPOTTING QUESTIONS FROM PREPOSITION (with detailed solution)
(Practice set on PREPOSITION)

Click here for the compilation of frequently asked PREPOSITIONS

PHRASE REPLACEMENT

Click here for the compilation of PHRASE REPLACEMENT QUESTIONS asked in BANK (SBI IBPS) exams

FILLERS/ FILL IN THE BLANKS

Click here for the compilation of FILLERS QUESTIONS asked in BANK (SBI IBPS) exams

READING COMPREHENSION
● Passage

Click here to attempt Reading comprehension / passages asked in SBI IBPS exams (with detailed solution)

Click here to practise Reading comprehension (with detailed solution and handy tips)

Note :- The passages/Reading comprehension available on EnglishKendra, have been prepared from recent articles of newspapers(The Hindu, The Indian Express etc) , magazines and books. So, chances of similar passages being asked in BANKING exams are quite high.

We have provided an excellent explanation as well,to help you understand better.
● Cloze test

Click here to attempt Cloze tests (with detailed solution) asked in SBI IBPS exams

Click here to practise CLOZE TESTS (with detailed solution and handy tips)
(in this post, the best approach to solve a cloze test in least possible time, has been described along with the detailed solution of the given cloze tests)

Note :- The cloze/Closet tests available on EnglishKendra, have been prepared from recent articles of newspapers (The Hindu, The Indian Express etc), magazines and books. So, chances of similar cloze tests being asked in different BANKING exams are quite high. We have provided an excellent explanation as well, to help you understand better.
VERBAL ABILITY

Para Jumbles

Click here to understand how to solve para jumbles in no time at all (a must for SBI CLERK aspirants)
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